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MODEL Ai’JD S1N1ULATIONS OF HYSTERESIS
IN MAGNETIC CORES

c.D. Boky

L~wrence Livcrmore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550 USA

M. L. Hodgdon

L., Alamos National Labomtory, Los Almos, NN1 87545 USA

Us-mg a th:ory of ferrornagnctic hysteresis dcve!opcd recently, we present sim-

ulations of tk behavior of a ferrite core connected in scri= with r: initially

cl~nrgcd capacitor. Results arc given for three materials and are shown to

colnpare favorably with ~-pcrimcnt.

Introduction

A clusical problem in magnetic mntcrifi u tbc proper treatment of fcrr~

magnetic hy3tcresis. Considcmble effort hms been given to CMU “m which the

fickls are confined to a Limited CCgiOn, Such = h fiyleigh region, or along
selected paths in the B-H plane. In this paper, wc explore the implications

of a more general hysteresis theory which h= been developed recently [1,2].

In this theory, the permeability depcn~ on B, H, and the rate of dmnge of

B according to

(1)

where a is a constant and f .md g are prescribed material functions. The

theory applies throughout the B-H pla.nr.

To test this theory, and to determine the ~alucs of some of its parameters,
wc apply the theory to the cue of a toroidal ferrite core placed in a series

circuit consisting of an initially charged capacitor, a witch, and the core

itself, M shown in Fig. 1. After the switch is closed, the capacitor discharges

through the circuit and the ferrite u driven into saturation. The fields then

execute a series of 10’JPS in the B-H plone, with the loops decreasing in
width. Silnultancously, the voltage exhibits clanlpcd oscilla~ions of incre~ing

period. We have developed a code in which the circuit voltages and currents,

alonq with the magnetic variabk, are obtained by the solution of a coupled

nonlinear system consisting of the ferromagnetic hysteresis ●quations and the

circuit equations.

Bystcrcsis Model

We usc repressions for the material functions J and g discussed earlier [1,2],

nnlncly

{

AI tan A7B, ifl~l x B@;

/(B) = Al tan A1i3b +(23 - ~b)/p,, if B > Bb; (2)
-Al tan AIBb+ (B + B%)/p,, if B < -J3~,

g(B,ti) =
{

/’(B)[l -A, C(@Up( -~)], iflq<l l.;
(3)

!’(B), otherwise,

..



where ps is the permeability of the mturated n)iiterial, and the constants Al

and .42 are related tu the fields at closure, Bd and HC1, and the perme ability,

Pd, nt the closure point via

Al = Hd/tim A~Bd, AZ = sin(2Az BC()/(2p~Ifcl). (4)

The “breakpoint” field Bb is defined by

f’(f3@) = l/@,, i.e. & = COS-l(J~l.4Z#,)1/2/.~Z. (5)

Values or the above parameters have been obtained from DC major loop

data [1,2] and are given in Table 1.

Rate dependence enters into this theory through the dimensionless material

function c(A), which goes to unity as B approaches zero. Here it is taken to
have the piecewise linear form

where the quantities c, and Bi are positive constants. This function can be

expressed as the ratio of the coercive field, HC(~), to the dc coercive field,
H.(O):

c(b) = He(A)/Hc(o)d (7)

Alternately, as discussed in [2], it is the ratio of the energy 10ss w in a loop
traversed at the rate B to the slow limit Ims w(0):

c(j) = w(@/w(o), (8)

Values for the constants in Eq. (6) are obtained by using these expressions,

energy loss niexurements, and the experiments discussed here.

core Model

We employ a one-dimensional model of the core in which the B and H fields

are directed azimuthally and depend sp~tially only on r, the distatlce from the
centerline. Thus Anlpere’s law (neglecting the displacement current) gives

H(r, t) = IV f(t)/27rr, where N is the number of windings. The constitutive
relation implies that

dB(r, t) ~H(r, t)

&
= p(r, t) ~ , . )‘o

in which the permeability depends on (r, t) through its dependence on the

local D and H fields, Applying Faraday’s law, we see that the voltage across
the c(jre is rrlntecl t{) the current according to 1;.(1) = L(t)dI(t)/ctt, where

the tilne-flepmdent inductance is
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in which h is the height of the core, and r ,“ and rmt are Lhe inner radius

and outer raciiug, rcspecti~ely. For nulllerical purposes, we have divided the

core into N’. concentric anrruli, each having a perrneal.rility ~h(~), ln the

simulations reporled here, wc represent the core by a single annulus, Nm = 1.
The corrections ~sociated wittr multiple annuli are small, typically of order

5- 10?ZO.

This information inlplirs a set of or(linary differential equations for the
qurwrtities VC(.t), f(t), and the magnetic field B(t). The furlctional dependence

of the permeability renders this system highly nonlinear. The system is

advanced in tilrre via an ODE solver.

Results

We now turn to our specific results for the lnnterials CN20 [3], C2025 [3],

and V IT ROVAC [4]. ‘rhe core sizes aid circuit paranleters [5] arc listed in
Table 2.

(a) CN20

Tile experilncntrd voltage waveform, across the capacitor and a background
resistance, is shown in Fig. 2. Hysteresis losses are prominent through the

first several cycles, and rate dependence plays an important role. Values
for tlie parameters that occur in Eq. (6) for c(B) are oblained through the

formulation of Eq. (7) and the approximation that during holdoff times (in-
tervals when the voltage is at a plateau), the field in the core is nearly H=(s).

Circuit analysis then yields

NC AV
m=~~l (11)

where C is lhc capacitance, r u the average rmcliurr of the core, At is the

holdofl tinle, and tllc voltage droop AV is the change in voltmge during hold-
OIT. Interpolar.iun m-rd smoothing give tile parmrlctcr values listed in Table 3.

As Fig. 2 shows, the calculated voltage waveform me in quite good agree-
ment with cxpcrinlcnt. The calculated hysteresis pntlr is shuwn in Fig, 3.

Afkr six saturations, ncmly aU the initial crrergy is dissipated. In the higher
cn~rgy loops, tllc pcrrncability becomes negative near B = O, while the nar-
ruwcr IOOP1 have positive pcrrncabilitics, The eflects of rate dependence arc

rcvealw-1 very dramatically when we compare this with the hysteresis path
cnlculatcd for the case c(~) = 1, shown in Fig, 4, We see thnt rate depcn-

r.lencc has broadened the nrajcx Imp by about a factor of 4, and that it yields

a sul~tnntially greater energy loss, u reflected in the successively narrower
minor l(oop~ In Fig. 6 wc show c M a furlction of tinlc. Thin plot reflects the
vnrintiolt~ in V and hence those in ~.

Since the voltage is esscnticdly constant between saturations, the magnetic
Iicld charlges nlllmst linearly with tilrrc in those intcrvnls, Thus the holdoff
tilllm irl Fig. 2 nre giv~n quite accurat~ly by At : NA All/V, in tcrnur of

tllc curr nren A, thr flux swing AB =- 04 ‘1’, nnd the avcrrrgc plmteau vcrltagc

\’
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v!n Eq. (11), the late dependent psunrneters which are listed in Table 3. As

Fig. 6 indicates, the calculated voltnge waveform can be umde to agree well
with the experhncntal waveform. To demonstrate the role of rate dependence,

we show in Lhe game figure the voltage which would result if c(~) were set

10 unity for the entire run. Clearly the effect of values of c greater than

unity is to lengthen the period and to increzwe the damping. The calculated
hysteresis path is shown in Fig. 7.

Turning to the second set of circuit data, we compare in Fig. 8 the measured

and calculated voltages. The calculated hysteresis path :emains very close
to the major loop and shows little rate dependence.

(c) VITROVAC

Figures 9 and 10 show the voltage traces nnd the hysteresis path for the
amorphous magnetic material VITROVAC (run D). Values of the rate inde-
pendent parameters are listed in Table 1. For this mnterial, energy loss data

fur pub of rates & ranging from 1 T/ALs to 100 T/M are available. Thus we

can use both the method based on Eqs. (7) and (11) and the method based

on Eq. (8) to calculate values for the rate dependent parameters. The results
of the two methods were averaged and ac@tecl to give the parameter dues

listed in Table 3. Since the pulsed 1-s= are alnms~ constant for B leas than

0.0 ~/ps and increase rapidly for greater values of B, c remains fixed at unity
for B <0.6 T/ps.

Because the ●nergy Ims method is inckpendent of the circuit parameters, it
is preferable to the method dsscribed by Eqs. (7) and (11). One should note,
tl~ough, that Icns data reported at constant frequency, especially that for the

Raylcigh r+gion, cannot be applied here, since the present experiments are
not characterized by a single frquency.

Conclusion

We hnve presented simulations of hysteresis r<perienced ~y a ferromagnetic

core WI it dissipates energy in an RLC circuit. Our calculation utilize the

Hodgdon theory of ferromagnetic hysteresis, along with a model of the core
geometry. The theory allows for both rate independent and rate dependent
●ffects, with the latter often having a marked influence on the hysteresis. The

hysteresis theory has a number of parameters, some of which are obtained

fronl major Ioup data [1,2] and the others of which are deduced from circuit
data.

Specific results have been obtained for three frrrites — CN20, C2025, and
V1’I’ROVAC. For each of these, we have shown that the predicted voltage
waveform can be brought into agreement with experiment. A viable theory
shuulcl, of cuursc, continue to agree with experiment when the circuit param-
●ters me changed. We have verified this, to the extm~ that data are available,
for C2W5. As more data become a}milsble, we will be able to inlprove the

prerisi(m of th? model and to extend it to other nmtrrials.
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Table 1. DC material parametcvs. All quantities are in hlKS units.

Material Bd Bb Hd I.1,/Po a AI .42 .43 Aq

CN2G ,4 .4103 397,9 2. 10, 21.19 3.794 -4.489 .3046

C2025 .4 .4181 1194. 2. 10. 119.7 3.677 -1.863 .2005

VITROVAC ,6 .6033 3.56 4, 2.5 .032992.603 -22.02 .2777

Table 2. Circuit parametms in ind!vidunl runs. For the cores made of CN20
and C2025, the inner radius was ! in, the outer radius was 2 in, and the
height was 1 in. For the VITROVAC core, these dilnensionx were 1.55 in,

3.1 h, and .4 in, respectively. Since this core had a packing factor of .8, the
rm ial widtk: was shrunk such that the area was clecremed by 20Y0,

Run Material VO(kV) C (nF) Nt-m.

A CN2(I 6.08 8.10 4

B C2025 5.98 8.10 4

c C2025 5.77 18.9 9

D VITROVAC 7.06 8.10 4

Table 3. Rate dependent material parameters (sU in MKS units).

Material J?+l BI c1 c~ C3

~N20 7,5X109 al 13.3XI0-7 8.OX1O-7 -

C2025 1 .0x103 a> 2.OX1O-4 1.05 X10-7 -

VITROVAC 6.ux10U 9 OXIOS O. 1.OX1O-3 .20 XI0-3

6



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Circuit employed in Lhese simulations. The capacitor is initially
charged, and the switch closes at t = O. The quantities RI = .1 ohm and Ry =
.1 ohm are estimated background resistances associated with the windings
and the capacitor, respectively. The results are insensitive to the precise
values of these resistances.

Fig. 2. Calculated and obsmved roltages for CN20, mn A, as a function
of time. The voltage is across the capacitor and R2. The solld line denotes

the simulation, while the dotted line denotea the experiment. Because the

location oft = O is experimentally uncertain, and also because the initinl
stnte of the core is unknown, we have shifted the experimental waveform
such that the times of the first saturation agree.

Fig. 3. Calculated hysteresis path for CN20, run A, with the order oftraver-
srd as indicated.

Fig. 4. Crdculated hysteresis path for CN20, run A, with rate dependence

Suppmscd.

Fig. S. Dynamic behavior of the rate dependent function c in the calculations
fur run A.

Fig. 6. Calculated and experimental voltage waveforms for C2025, mn B.
The same comment M in Fig. 2 applies. Also shown is the calculated voltage

waveform with rate dependence iqored.

Fig. 7. Calculated hysteresis path for C2025, run B.

Fig. 8. Calculated and observed voltaga for C2025, run C.

Fig. 9. Calculated and observed voltag- for VITROVAC, run D,

Fig. 10. Calculated hysteresis path for VITROVAC, run D.
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